
    General Demonstrations – Non Food    
 

Contest Description:  This is a general how-to demonstration with a very broad topic base. 
Members can do demonstrations on any subject they choose. A demonstration is simply showing 
how to do something while telling how to do it.  There is always a finished product. A demonstration 
should contain an Introduction (introduce self and partner); tell what your demonstration is about. 
A Body (tell along with showing what and how to do the task and why you chose this 
demonstration) Final section is a Summary (give brief summary, show finished product, and ask if 
there are questions). You need a title poster, supply poster, and poster with steps on how you do or 
make what you demonstrated. 

 
Example Topics: How to Bathe a Dog, How to Make a Hair Bow, How to Safely Shoot a Bow & 

Arrow 

Grade Division: 
Clover buds – K- 3rd   Intermediate – 6th - 8th  
Junior – 4th - 5th    Senior – 9th - 12th  
 
Rules:   

1. Demonstrations can be a team of 2 people OR individual competitors.  
2. Must be a method (How-To) demonstration, not an illustrated lecture (Presentation). 
3. The 4-H member(s) must use their own equipment and are responsible for setting it up and 

removing it. Contestant(s) will have an opportunity to use Power Point, all viewing equipment 
will be provided. The contestant(s) will have to bring the presentation on an USB/jump drive 
or can email it to one of the agents before the competition. 

4. A 4-Her may only enter one demonstration. Cannot be on multiple teams. 
5. The demonstration will be judged on subject matter, supporting material, skill, results and 

overall performance. A maximum of three to five (3-5) minutes will be allowed for the team or 
individual to demonstrate. Judges will deduct five (5) points from the score for every minute 
of fraction thereof exceeding five (5) minutes.  

6. No individual competitors will be allowed to share visual aids.   
7. All demonstration teams will be judged by the same group of judges, thereby eliminating the 

necessity for finals.  
8. Contestant(s) should arrive on time for check in and remain until demonstrations are 

completed. 
9. Demonstrations which will need to be set-up outdoors must notify the agents at least two 

weeks before the event to make arrangements and time assignments. 

 
Judges Look For: Does the title fit the subject; was it interesting? Introduction was appropriate? 

Supplies listed in the beginning? Volume of speaker and voice natural, used correct grammar, good 

speed of delivery? 4-Her taught and showed “how to do” the subject? 4-Her made a final product or 

result from beginning to end with materials shown? Teaching method was clear and organized. 4-

Her showed skill in handling supplies & producing product. 4-Her kept area clean & organized 

while working. Enough instructions were given to understand “how to do” the task. Facts were 

accurate. Steps were clearly stated. 4-Her presented material in friendly, confident manner. 4-Her 

was well prepared, material and methods learned not memorized. Eye contact was good? 4-Her had 

neat & clean appearance. Good posture. Dress or costume appropriate to subject. Visuals & demo 

materials easy to read from 5 ft. 4-Her referred to visuals effectively during demo. 4-Her changed 

posters smoothly. Questions answered correctly and fully by 4-Her?   


